
CASE STUDY

JustFab responds to dynamic market conditions 
and deploys 1.7 million new ads in 3 days.
JustFab is a subscription-based online company in the fast fashion market selling women’s boots, shoes, and 

clothing. Subscribers, called VIP members, can shop from JustFab’s entire offerings, including selections curated 

for their style preferences.  JustFab is investing significantly in technology to reach new customers and is 

planning on rapid growth in their Google AdWords account.  With growth comes operational challenges, and 

simply trying to maintain consistent and up-to-date promotional ads is difficult and time intensive. On top of 

that, the complexity of including ad variation across the account leads to a potentially error riddled account.  To 

avoid these pitfalls and prepare for rapid growth, JustFab turned to MotiveMetrics for help.

In a single month, JustFab had 3 different promotions to run.  With 173,322 ad groups, creating high performing 

promotional ad content and then deploying the ads accurately throughout the account was just not possible with 

the tools available.  By using MotiveMetrics software, we were able to accurately and quickly meet these 

requirements. We first identified and targeted 50 ad group groupings.  Using a data-driven approach that 

incorporates historical AdWords data, SmartAdTM (AI-ad creation technology) automatically generated ads for 

each grouping by recombining high performing words and phrases from their existing ad content.  Those ads 

were then injected with new creative from JustFab’s Twitter feed and from targeted words based on 

MotiveMetrics’ psychological data for the JustFab customer.  The new promos were added into the copy, along 

with an ad customizer for pricing, final URLs, and labels, before final curation and review.

Once the ads were complete, our software prepared the ads for deployment by handling all the complexity that 

comes with 472 ad variations, 98 ad group groupings, and 3 sets of ad promotions.  Also included in deployment 

was ad group cleaning (removing outdated ads and avoiding Google’s 50 ad per ad group limit of both enabled 

and paused ads), verifying ad approval, and enabling/pausing the right promos at the right time. By creating 

many new creative ads for each promotion and by having a deployment system that can handle a high level of 

complexity, we overcame the operational headache to harness the potential of improved clicks and lead 

generation.  JustFab now has up-to-date ads throughout their account for a total of over 1.7 million actively 

managed promotional ads that can easily be enabled/paused.  MotiveMetrics will continue to update and 

improve ad copy as performance data comes in and as JustFab requests new promotions.

Goals
Improve time to market driven by internal conditions and 
competitive tactics

Overcome operational challenges of ad creation, deployment, 
and maintenance

Add new creative to promotional ad content

Increase ad personalization across account 

Create flexible promotions, including adjustable promo pricing

Approach

Leverage AI to generate high volume of ads by recombining 

high performing words and phrases from existing content

Introduce new creative based on JustFab’s Twitter feed data 

and Motivation Analyses of  JustFab customers

Use automated SmartDeployTM system to deploy ads 

efficiently and reliably 

Monitor performance pro-actively to pause and remove ads 

at the right time 

1.7 million ads automatically generated, deployed, and 
managed leveraging 427 ad templates

New promos were automatically added into copy, along with 
ad customizers for pricing, final URLs, and labels

Removed outdated ads and avoided Google’s 50 ad per ad 
group limit 

Key Results



Deployed Promotion Details
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3 DAYS

BOGO Promotion

Generated new ‘Buy One Get One Free’ ads 
that aligned with new landing pages. 

First Pair Promotion

Generated ‘First Pair for $9.99’ ads for shoe 
& boot ads, and ‘First Style for $9.99’ for 

non-shoe ads.

At the conclusion of the First Pair Promo,  ‘BOGO’ 
ads were replaced with  ‘2 for $24’ ads.  ‘BOGO’ ads 

were paused for later use.

2 for $24 Promotion

866,615
ADS DEPLOYED:

482,469
ADS DEPLOYED:

519,969
ADS DEPLOYED:

TEMPLATES:

175

TEMPLATES:

105

TEMPLATES:

147

49
CAMPAIGNS:

35
CAMPAIGNS:

14
CAMPAIGNS:

AD VARIATIONS:

710,610 Generated

AD VARIATIONS:

376,325 Generated

AD VARIATIONS:

379,578 Generated


